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Theoretical Consideration on New Reflection Type X-Ray Lithography

Hideki Matsumura
Departnent
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Saijo, Higashi-Hiroshima 7Z/+r Japan

A new X-ray llthographlc technique, in which patterns are projected by reflection
of X-rays from a hard pattern pIate, is presented. Optical focusing system in this new
technique is theoretical-ly studied, based on geometrlcal opties. ft is found that the
field area of si-ze of blur less than 0.06 Un ean be 1nn X 7nm for 1X1 projecion system
using an ellipsoidal mi-rror, and also that the sinilar field can UL 1 mm X 1 mm
for 1 /3 denagnified projection system using two spheri-cal ni-rrors.

1. Introduction

positional relation among the pattern p1ate,
mirrors and a sample is also estinated. It is
found that the field area of the size of blur
less than 0.06 un can be 1mm X ?mn for 1X1
projection systen, and that the si-mi_Iar field ean
be 1nm X 1nn on a. sanple plane for the 1/j

X-ray lithography is expeeted as a pronising
fabrieation technology of future VLSI. However,
in the conventional technique, since the patterns
are projected by transnitting l-rays through a
thin rrpattern maskrr, it is impossible to use Xrays of wavelengh longer than several .8 b""",r""
of increase of X-ray absorption in the mask,
although X-ray resi.sts become sensitive for Xrays of long wavelength and also such X-rays are
obtainabl-e even by a Low-cost synchrotron

denagnified system.

2.

Fundamentals

In the new technique, first, the pattern
plate is exposed in collinated X-ray beams, then,
the X-rays reflected from the pattern p1ate,
which contains pattern images, are focused by
using mirrors, and finally the focused beans are
projected onto a resist-eoated saraple. fn the
pattern plate, the pattern pictures are drawn on
a hard and thick substrate with a material having
the reflectivity different from the reflectivity
of substrate naterial.
There are some rnethods to make the
difference of reflectivity between patterns and a
substrate. We have reported on a method in which
the difference of critical angle of total
reflection between pattern and substrate
naterials is utilizedi 12). However, the incident
angle of X-rays is aLmost autonatically
determined in the method fron both the wavelength
of X-rays and the used rnaterials. Therefore, an
other method., ln which the pattern plate is made
from a nulti-layer reflector, is proposed.

nachine.

Therefore, we have proposed a new X-ray
lithographic technlque naned trReflection Type
Lithographyrrl r2), in which the patterns are
projected by reflection of X-rays from a thick
and hard rrpattern platerr, and have reported on
the preliminary experi.nental results. In the
method., the influence of thermal expansion3)
during exposure of strong X-rays i_s expected to
be rnininized by easy cooling, X-rays of almost
any wavelength can be used, and the patterns can
be denagnified by using focusing equippnents.

In this paper, the focusing systens using an
ellipsoidal nj-rror (1X1 projection system) and
usi-ng two spherical nirrors (demagnified.
projecti-on systen) are theoretically stud.ied,
based on geometrical optics. The field area for
the prlnting of fine lines is evaluated for the
various paraneters of focusing mirrors, and the
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Fig.3 Contours of blur size rn x"-ys plane
on a sample.
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Fig.2 Focusing systen uslng an ellipsoldal
ni.ffor.

Tt i-s known that the reflectivity of X-rays
can be increased by more than t O3 ti-mes or more
when the plate i-s nade fron multi-dielectric1ayers4r5). Thus, if a part of the multi-Iayer
reflector is damaged or removed along pattern
pi-ctures by focused ion beanl as schenatically
illustrated
ln Fig.1 for instance, the
refleetivity at such a part of reflector becones
much different from that of the substrate. In
this nethod, both the incident angle of X-rays
and the wavelength are almost arbi-trarily d.ecided
when the nulti-layer
reflector itself is
designed and fabricated. And when this multilayer pattern plate is used, the contrast of more
than 1O3 is expected in the projeted. pattern
image.
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Fig.1 Schematic illustration of fabrication
of multi-layered pattern p1ate, a),
and fabricated pattern plate, b).

an

ellipsoidal nirror is schenatically illustrated
in Fig.2. Among several methods to realize 1X1
projection usi-ng a eoncave mi-rror, here, the case
of simplest structure i-s described.
The size of blur on a sample is evaluated by
follor^ring all trajectories of X-rays which are
reflected at a point (xgrfg) on the pattern plate
toward all dj-rections, ref lected again at
arbi-trary point (x1 rX1 ) on a nirror and f inaIly
reach to a certain point (x2ry2) on a sample
pIane. When the point (x1 rJrl) is varied, the
point (x2rY) is moved around within a certain
area on a sanple plane. The size of the maximum
blur is estimated as twice of the maximun
deviation of such an area from the average value
of point (x2rv2). This nethod of evaLuation is
based on the geometrical optics. However, since
the size of blur evaluated here is much larger
than the wavelength of X-rays, the results are
believed to be realistic.
Figure I shows the contours observed on the
sample plane, within which the size of bl_ur are
less than the values described there. In this
case, the parameters of an ellipsoidal- mirrorr &t
b and c in (x-xg)2 /u2*y2 /b2+22 1"2-, are 300.5
cm, J00 cm and 300 cn.respeetively, and XO is
about 16 em. The field is strongly dependent on
the size of mirror. In the caleulation, the size
along x-direction, Sx, is ehosen at 1./, mm and
that along y-directionr Srr is 8 mm. Because of
the' divergence of ineident collimated X-ray
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Fig.5 Relation anong a pattern-plate, mirrors
and a sample in denagnified systen.
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Fig.6 Calcul-ated resuLts for demagnified projection system.

sanple is schematieally ilustrated in Fig.5. The
blur size 1s estimated by following the
trajectories of X-rays enitted from a point of
the pattern plate with the divergence of an angle
of 0.5 . There is no speci_a1 reason to ad.apt this
val-ue as the divergent ang1e. However, since the
divergent angle of X-rays generated. by a
synchrotron nachi-ne i.s less than 0.3o, the vaLue
is beLieved to be enough for accurate calculation
of the blur si-ze.
Figure 5 shows the fieId of the blur size
less than 0.06 Unr the demagnification ratio and
the position of sample measured from the pattern
plate, X, as a function of the distance Dp
between the pattern plate and. the second
spherical mirror of radius, R2. Fron thls figure,
it is found that about 3mn X 3mn area on the
pattern plate i_s demagnifiedly projected to 1mm X
1nm area on the sample, for instance.

System

Next, the optical

gE

c

reflected X-ray beam has al_so a certain
divergence. The present method to evaluate the
blur size itself incl_udes the effect of
divergenee in the reflected x-rays. However,
since the size of nirror is so small, the
divergent angle is actually expected to be less
than O.OO8o.
It is believed that the mini-mum line width
of future VISI is about 0.25 um and that the
tolerable blur size in printing of such a fine
line is about 0.06 Um to O.O9 ilo. It is found.
from the figure that the field area with the blur
size less than 0.06 p-m i-s 1mm X ?nn.
Figure d shows the blur size at y-O as a
function of the position along x-axis, taking two
ninor axes, b and c, as parameters. As shown i-n
the figure, the relation between the blur size
and x-position is quite simple, and it is found
that the field area is not so strongly affected
on the error of mi_rror parameters when it is l-ess
than 110 ilD. For this focusing systen, it is
similarly derived that thene are no changes in
the field area if the positlonal errors in both
the pattern plate and the sanple are less than a
few tens um.
beam, the

of the

demagnified projection system using two spherical
mirrors, so-ca11ed,.the Schwarzschild system5), is

theoretically
studied. The position of the
pattern plate, two spherlcal rnirrors and the
l9

5.

Discussions

concluded;

In the Sehwarzschild systen, the lncident
to the nirrors is almost 9Oo, and
in the 1X1 projection systen, it is about 80o.
Aceord.ing to theoreti.cal study by Spi11.r4) , the
reflectivity for nornal incidence is about 0./+
when the thickness of one mono-1ayer, d, ls equal
to (wavelength of X-rays)/8 ana the nunber of
periods of layers exeeeds over 100, and it
becones about 0.8 when d=(wavelength) /32. Thus,
if we use X-rays of wavelength longer than 100 E,
the reflecti-vity nore than about O./t, can be
easily expected even by the present fabrication
teehnology of multi-layers. Actua1ly, Spiller et
a\.5)
experi-mental1y that the
"".r"a1ed.
refl-ectivity of nul-ti-layers with onJ-:y 27 perJ-ods
becomes 15 % for the incident angle of 80o and
the X-rays of wavelength of 130 E.
In the conventi-onal lithographie system
usi-ng a thin film pattern mask, probably, the
size of 20nn X 20mn may be the present target
for the size of the pattern mask. To cover the
same area by the '1X1 reflecti-on type lithography,
about 60 times shots are required.. The
sensitivity of photo-resi-sts is believed to
inerease by about two orders of magnitude when
the wavelength of X-rays increases fron around 10
fi to the value of 100 to 2OO E. Thus, if we can
obtain the muLti-layer reflectors of the
reflectivity of several tens 7", tlrre through-put
of the new systen i-s almost equivalent to the
value expected by the conventional method.
Additlonally, by using this new system, since the
X-rays of long wavelength can be used, the direct
patterni-ngr utilizing
the photo-chenical
reaction, is also expected.

) By usi-ng an ellipsoidal mirror as a focusing
equippment in a reflection
type X-ray
lithography, 1X1 projectlon of patterns is
posslble with a field area of 1mm X ?mn for the
blur size less than 0.06 pn.
2). By using two spherj-ca1 mirrors, the
denagnified projection of patterns is also
possible, and the sinilar field area is about
1mn X 1mn .on a sample for 1/3 demagnified
projecti-on, for instance.
, ff X-rays of wavelength of a few hundreas i
are used, the through-put of this new technique
using an ellipsoj-dal- nirror will be equivalent
to that of the eonventi_onal technique.
t

angle of X-rays
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Conclusions

Fron the above results, the follows are
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